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On April 6, BCLP Partners Anne Friedman and Doug Mishkin will present at the 2024 Tulane

Entertainment and Sports Law Conference, an annual event that brings together many of the most

influential lawyers and executives in the entertainment and sports industries to discuss the dynamic

changes reshaping sports, media, and entertainment.  Anne and Doug will be joining a panel

presented by the Tulane Freeman School of Business titled “The Cutting Edge: An Overview of Legal

& Business Issues in Sports, Technology, and Gaming.”

In addition to practicing as a member of BCLP’s Sports & Entertainment Group, Anne is a founding

member of the firm’s Artificial Intelligence (AI) Working Group, with a focus on the integration of

technology transactions, commercial contracts and sourcing platforms.

Doug specializes in U.S. gaming and sports betting transactions on behalf of professional sports

leagues and teams, having handled every major gambling-related deal in his previous role at the

NFL (including the league’s first casino, daily fantasy sports and sports betting sponsorships, slot

machine license, and sportsbook data and live video distribution deals).

This conference is open to the public and free of charge.
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https://eslawconference.wp.tulane.edu/2024-speaker-bios/
https://centerforsport.wufoo.com/forms/rk5jxeo0j4s69f/
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MEET THE TEAM

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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